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Phylogenetic Trees
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Billera, Holmes and Vogtmann (BHV) Treespace

Billera et al. [2001] developed the following formalism.

Metric space of rooted
n-trees.

Leaf vertices (degree 1)
labeled 1, . . . , n.

For a fixed tree topology,
interior nodes (not a leaf or
the root) are labeled
(e1, . . . , er ), and interior
branches (not connected to
a leaf) labeled (l1, . . . , lr ).

Note that, r ≤ n − 2, with
equality iff the tree is binary.
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reaches 0 some degeneration or uncertainty occurs which can be resolved
in one of several ways, each of which leads to a new tree.

We now proceed to formally define the space. The term n-tree will mean
a tree (i.e., a connected graph with no circuits), with a distinguished vertex,
called the root, and n vertices of degree 1, called leaves, that are labeled
from 1 to n. Although we are primarily interested in binary trees (i.e.,
trees in which the root has degree 2 and all other vertices have degree 1
or 3), in order to interpolate between these we will also need to consider
trees whose vertices have larger degree. Perversely, mathematicians usually
put the root at the top when drawing a picture of a tree, so that the tree
“grows downward” from its root (see Figure 5).

root

leaves

interior 
edges

1 2 3 4 5

Figure 5: A semi-labeled binary tree

For technical reasons, it will often be convenient to “hang each tree up
by its root,” i.e., to place an edge directly above the root of every tree, with
the corresponding leaf labeled with 0. Note that there are several ways of
drawing a diagram of the same tree, depending on how it is embedded in
the plane. For example, the three pictures in Figure 6 represent the same
tree.

1 42 3

0

1 32 4

0

2 14 3

0

Figure 6: Three pictures of the same tree

On the other hand, two trees that have exactly the same combinatorial
structure but whose leaves are labeled di!erently are considered di!erent
(see Figure 7). The number of di!erent binary trees on n leaves is equal
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BHV treespace: Orthants

A unique tree with the given topology is specified by each point in
the space [0,∞)r × [0,∞)n.
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Figure 8: The 2-dimensional quadrant corresponding to a metric 4-tree

An n-tree has the maximal possible number of interior edges (namely
n!2), and thus determines the largest possible dimensional orthant, when it
is a binary tree; in this case the orthant is (n!2)-dimensional. The orthant
corresponding to each tree which is not binary appears as a boundary face
of the orthants corresponding to at least three binary trees; in particular
the origin of each orthant corresponds to the (unique) tree with no interior
edges. We construct the space Tn by taking one (n!2)-dimensional orthant
for each of the (2n ! 3)!! = (2n ! 3) · (2n ! 5) · · · 5 · 3 · 1 possible binary
trees, and gluing them together along their common faces.

For n = 3 there are three binary trees, each with 1 interior edge. Each
tree thus determines a 1-dimensional “orthant,” i.e., a ray from the origin.
The three rays are identified at their origins (see Figure 9).

 1   2   3

 1   2   3

 3   2   1

 3   1   2

0

0

0

0

Figure 9: T3
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BHV treespace: Link of the Origin
Consider the set of trees in each topology with || · ||1 = 1. At the
orthant boundaries, certain pairs of trees may be identified.
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1 42 3

0

1 42 3

0

(1,0)

(0,1) 

x+y=1

Figure 11: Constructing the link of the origin in T4

Figure 12 shows another portion of the link which forms a pentagon
embedded in its ambient quadrants.

1 2 3 4
1

2
3
4

1 2 3 41 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

0 0

0

0

0

Figure 12: A pentagon in the link

The entire link of the origin is shown in Figure 13, without the ambient
quadrants. The entire space T4 is an infinite cone on this graph, with cone
point the origin. It is interesting to note that the link of the origin in

Image: Billera et al. [2001]
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BHV treespace: Link graph

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

3 4 1 2

3 1 2 4

2 1 3 4

4 1 2 3

1 4 2 3

1 3 2 4

2 4 1 3

2 3 1 4

The Petersen graph describes the way the orthants are grafted
together for 4-trees.
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BHV treespace: Link graph

1 2 3 4

1 4 2 3 1 3 2 4 2 1 3 4

4 3 1 2

3 4 1 2
2 3 1 4

1 4 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 3 2 4
4 1 2 3

4 2 3 1

2 4 1 3

3 1 2 4

3 2 1 4

The Petersen graph describes the way the orthants are grafted
together for 4-trees.
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BHV treespace: properties

A metric space with non-positive curvature (CAT (0)).

Any two trees are connected by a unique geodesic path.

Owen and Provan [2011] shows how to calculate, in O(n4),
the length of this geodesic path.

There are natural ways to define the notion of means and
medians. [Miller et al., 2012]
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Speciation
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Associate Trees
The phylogeny for a gene need not track exactly the phylogeny of
the species.

B’

Image: Maddison [1997]
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Cophylogeny
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Evolutionary associations
among genes, organisms
and geographical areas have
traditionally been studied

by biologists from different disci-
plines, with little interaction be-
tween them. Consequently, recog-
nition of the fundamental similarity
of the problem faced by molecular
systematists, parasitologists and
biogeographers has been slow in
coming1–3. This is particularly true
of the parallels between the relation-
ship between gene and organismal
phylogeny, and the macroevolution-
ary associations studied by para-
sitologists and biogeographers.
The analogy between vicariance
biogeography (organisms tracking
areas) and host–parasite cospeci-
ation (parasites tracking hosts) has
been recognized for some time4; for
a parasite the host can be thought
of as an ‘area’, hence host speci-
ation is equivalent to a vicariance
event (Fig. 1). The suggestion that
these macroevolutionary patterns
are analogous to the relationship
between gene and species trees is
a more recent development1,3.

Types of historical association
Historical associations can be

divided into three basic categories (Table 1): genes and
organisms, organisms and organisms, and organisms and
areas. At the molecular level, each gene has a phylogenetic
history that is intimately connected with, but not necessar-
ily identical to, the history of the organisms in which the
gene resides5,6. Processes such as gene duplication, lineage
sorting and horizontal transfer can produce complex gene
trees that differ from organismal trees3,7,8. Associations

between organisms, such as be-
tween hosts and their parasites9

(including viruses10), endosym-
bionts and their hosts11, and
insects and plants12,13, can have a
long evolutionary history, which
is reflected in similarities between
their evolutionary trees14. At a
larger scale still, organisms can
track geological history such that
sequences of geological events
(e.g. continental break-up) are di-
rectly reflected in the phylogenies
of those organisms15. 

In each association, one entity
(the ‘associate’) tracks the other
(the ‘host’) with a degree of fidelity
that depends on the relative fre-
quency of four categories of events:
codivergence, duplication, hori-
zontal transfer and sorting (Box
1). Joint cladogenesis of host and
associate is codivergence. If the
associates undergo cladogenesis
independently and both descend-
ants remain associated with the
host then we have a duplication of
associate lineages. Cladogenesis
accompanied by one descendant
colonizing a new host is horizontal
transfer. ‘Sorting event’ is a gen-
eric term for the apparent absence
of an associate from a host.

The analogies among the categories of events for the dif-
ferent kinds of association (Table 1) need not imply close
analogy among the processes; rather, the analogy is among
the patterns these processes produce. For example, although
the processes of gene duplication and allele divergence are
different, the resulting pattern is the same – more than one
gene lineage in the same organismal lineage. 

Reconstructing the history of an association
Despite the relative lack of interaction among these dif-

ferent disciplines, strikingly similar concepts have arisen in-
dependently from them. Parasitologists16,17 recognized the
problem of multiple parasite lineages decades before
Fitch’s8 analogous distinction between paralogous and
orthologous genes18 (Box 1). Molecular systematists19 and
cladistic biogeographers20 independently developed similar
methods for interpreting the history of gene trees and bio-
geographic patterns, respectively.

One implication of the parallels among the different kinds
of association is that they can be studied using the same
methods. Reconciled trees (Box 2) originated in molecular
systematics19 but have been applied to both host–parasite
coevolution21 and biogeography22. As well as visualizing the
relationship between host and associate, reconciled trees
provide a quantitative measure of the extent to which the

REVIEWS

Trees within trees:
phylogeny and historical associations

Roderic D.M. Page and Michael A. Charleston

The association between two or 
more lineages over evolutionary time is 

a recurrent theme spanning several
different fields within biology, from
molecular evolution to coevolution 

and biogeography. In each 
‘historical association’, one lineage is
associated with another, and can be
thought of as tracking the other over
evolutionary time with a greater or 
lesser degree of fidelity. Examples 
include genes tracking organisms,

parasites tracking hosts and organisms
tracking geological and geographical

changes. Parallels among these 
problems raise the tantalizing prospect
that each is a special case of a more

general problem, and that a single
analytical tool can be applied to 
all three kinds of association. 
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Fig. 1. Historical associations among genes, organisms and areas: (a) a gene tree
embedded in a species tree; (b) a parasite cospeciating with its host; and (c) a
clade of organisms diverging in concert with geological events (vicariance). In each
case one entity (the ‘associate’) can be thought of as tracking the other (the ‘host’).
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Image: Page and Charleston [1998]
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kdetrees

In Weyenberg et al. [2014] we use the geodesic distance to propose
a nonparametric method of detecting outliers based on the BHV
distance d(·, ·).

1

N

N∑
i=1

kh(T ,Ti ),

where

kh(T ,Ti ) ∝ exp

(
−
(
d(T ,Ti )

h

)δ
)
.

If two trees are close, then kh(T ,T ′) is large.

If they are distant, then the terms are small.

The relationship is controlled by a bandwidth h and a shape δ.
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kdetrees

Given a set of observed trees {Ti}, we slightly modify the
previous equations to obtain a leave-one-out estimator,

ĝ(Tj) ∝
∑
i 6=j

khi (Tj ,Ti ).

Having obtained our set of tree scores, {ĝ(Ti )}, we classify
tree i as a potential outlier if

ĝ(Ti ) < Q1 − κ · IQR
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Tuning parameters

We allow the bandwidth parameters, {hi} to vary across the
observed points based on the distance to the k-th nearest
neighbor.

The classification tuning parameter is defaulted to κ = 1.5 for
historical reasons. However, simulations suggest this is far
from optimal.
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kdetrees: Summary

Free of explicit assumptions about evolutionary mechanisms.

Classifier performance similart to Phylo-MCOA.

Complexity is only O(N2), rather than O(N3) for
Phylo-MCOA. (N is number of trees.)
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kdetrees: Kernels

kdetrees uses kernel functions, kh(·,T ), for which the
normalizing constant, ch(T ) :=

∫
kh(T ′,T )dT ′, is not

constant across all T , due to the special structure of BHV
treespace.

Our method could be improved if we can obtain estimates of
these values, instead of assuming a constant, as we do now.

The combinatorial structure of BHV space gives promise for
analytical tractibility. It may not be necessary to resort to MC
estimation.
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Normalizing Constants

Assume a symmetric kernel with compact support, and consider a
point x in treespace.

If the radius of the support is less than the distance from x to
any orthant boundary, then the total volume of the kernel is
easy to determine. (Unless you choose your kernel function
very unwisely.)

However if the kernel radius is large enough to extend across
orthant boundaries, then the issue becomes much more
difficult.
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Normalizing Constants

To help understand some underlying issues, consider a flat
“rectangular” kernel (i.e. a kernel based on a l∞-norm rather than
the l2-norm of BHV space).

A kernel wide enough to extends to the origin will essentiall
overflow into every orthant, adding some weight to every tree
‘close’ to the star tree.

However, the kernel will also extend into orthants neighboring
the center of the kernel, by extending across some of the
(non-origin) orthant boundaries.

A naive solution to the normalizing problem would be based
(basically) on counting the number of boundaries that the
kernel extends across.

The issue mentioned above shows that care must be taken to
avoid double counting.
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kdetrees: Future Work

Additional work on automatic selection of the classification
tuning parameter is needed.

Other outlier classification algorithms still need to be
investigated: e.g., Relative density, reciprocal density.
However, these methods still require selection of a tuning
parameter.
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